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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1 Introduction.

For demand estimation on traffic networks, a source of information of relatively moderate
cost are traffic counts on a subset of links of the network and this fact has motivated
the development of bilevel mathematical programming formulations for adjusting O-D
trip matrices that reproduce the observed traffic volumes. In the algorithmic field several
methods have been developed specifically for the problem that, although can be viewed
as heuristics, adopt approaches common to the general methods in optimization. Many
of these methods can be viewed as a descent direction methods because in a step of the
algorithm, an heuristic approximation of the steepest descent direction for the upper level
objective function is evaluated. This paper compares some of the existing methods for
the OD matrix adjustment problem, such as the method of Spiess in [7], the method of
Chen in [2], the method of Yang in [8], and the method of Codina and Barceló in [3] with
two new algorithmic alternatives developed by the authors. The first alternative is an
adaptation of the proximal point algorithm that is based on a development of Codina in
[4] for the approximation of the steepest descent direction of the upper level function and
the second alternative developed by Garćıa and Maŕın in [5] consists in the linearization
at each iteration of the lower level problem.

2 Some methods for the O-D matrix adjustment problem

Definitions and notation. The OD matrix adjustment problem (DAP) is a bilevel
problem, where at upper level the demand is optimized taking account the traffic assign-
ment problem (TAP) at lower level. Some of the methods described in this paper can
be used for general asymmetric TAP whereas others can only be applied for additive and
separable TAP. For a non negative O-D matrix g, let V(g) the set of TAP feasible link
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flows and let Ω denote the pairs (v, g) so that g ≥ 0 and v ∈ V(g). Let V (g) the
optimal value of the objective function T (v) =

∑
a∈A

∫ va

0 Ca(x)dx, of the additive and
separable TAP for a given O-D matrix g. The function V (g) = T (v∗(g)) is convex and
differentiable.

In general if the assignment map v∗(g), or solution set of the general asymmetric TAP
provides unique solutions in the link flows, then the DAP can be formulated as:

Min g≥ 0 F (g) = z1F1(v
∗(g)) + z2F2(g) (1)

It must be remarked that the upper level function F (g) is nondifferentiable. Usually
F1(v) = 1

2
(v − v̂)�U (v − v̂) and F2(g) = 1

2
(g − ḡ)�B (g − ḡ) or an entropy function. v̂

and ḡ are the observed traffic and the reference demand.
A survey of existing methods and models until 1997 can be found in Barceló [1].
Spiess’ method. It assumes that the equilibrium link flows v∗(g) present a partial

derivative ∂va(g)
∂gω

that can be approximated by the link use proportions paω(g), so the

gradient of the upper level function F can be approximated by: ∇F ≈ P�
1 U(v1 − v̂1) =

dP. At each iteration the new O-D matrix is taken by g�+1
ω = g�

ω(1 − λ dP(g
�))ω where

λ is a step length that approximately minimizes F (·) along the direction −dS, being
(dS)ω = gω · (dP )ω. Clearly a steepest descent method would be obtained if the iteration
would take the form g�+1

ω = g�
ω − λ (dP)ω.

Yang’s method. Yang proposes an algorithm in which at each iteration the following
problem is solved:

Min v≥0, g≥0 F (�(g) = z1F1(v) + z2F2(g)

s.t. v = v∗(g�) + Z(g − g�)
(2)

The equilibrium link flows v∗(g) for the O-D matrix g are approximated linearly by
the influence factors matrix Z. The new point is the solution g�+1 of problem (2).

Chen’s method. Chen’s algorithm is a descent direction type heuristic method to
solve DAP is: At iteration � let g(� be the OD matrix evaluated in the previous iteration.

Let b = B(g(� − g̃) + d
(�

Y, where d
(�

Y is the Yang’s direction as defined by problem (2).

A direction −d(�

Chen = x� − g(� is defined, where x(�
ω = 2g(�

ω if bω < 0 , x(�
ω = g(�

ω

if bω = 0 and x(�
ω = 0 if bω > 0 . A step length λ along d

(�

Chen is evaluated and

g(�+1 = g(� −λd
(�

Chen. Finally, the OD matrix g(�+1 is assigned keeping track of the path

proportions paω and the Yang direction, d
(�+1

Y is evaluated.

3 Adaptation of the proximal point algorithm

The proximal point algorithm solves DAP defining a sequence of problems of the type
Min g F (g) + ρk

2
‖g − gk‖2

2 for a sequence {ρk} of parameters, ρk → ∞, for a convex
function F . The sequence of solutions gk converge to a minimum of F . In our case
F (g) = F1(v

∗(g)) and the problem will be approximately solved by means of an exact
penalty approach. A reformulation of DAP is:

Min (v, g)∈Ω F1(v) +
ρk

2
‖g − gk‖2

2

s.t. T (v)− V (g) = 0
(3)
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It must be noted that the function T (v) − V (g) is always nonnegative on the cone Ω,
greater than zero if v = v∗(g), and zero otherwise. If the constraints are penalized, then
(3) can be approximated by:

Min (v, g)∈Ω ψ(v, g) = T (v)− V (g) + zkF1(v) +
zkρk

2
‖g − gk‖2

2
(4)

where zk · ρk → 0. It can be shown that problem (4) consistently approximates problem
(3). This is shown in Codina [4] where a very similar scheme is followed but for the
purpose of approximating the gradient of the upper level objective function. In order
to solve problem (4), the partial linearization of Patriksson [6] is applied. At iteration
�, of the partial linearization algorithm, the objective function φ(�(v, g) of the resulting

subproblem at point g� is φ(�(v, g) = T (v)− g�C(� + zkF1(v) +
zkρk

2
‖g − gk‖2

2, where

C(� = C∗(g�) are the O-D travel times resulting from the assignment of the O-D matrix
g�. The convergence of the partial linearization algorithm for problem (4) can be found
in Codina [4].

4 Upper approximation method

Garćıa and Maŕın [5] proposed this method to obtain simultaneously the OD matrix
and the parameters of a logit model of a combined TAP. We develop an adaptation of the
upper approximation method (UAM) for DAP. UAM consists of solving a sequence bilevel
models obtained by replacing the lower problem by an easier solvable problem. More
formally, consider that the point g� is the iterate at the iteration �. Set VIP(C,V(g�)) the
lower problem. Considering at � an approach of the function C(v, g) at g�, C�(v, g). The
UAM next iteration is defined by g�+1 ∈ Arg min F (v, g), ∀v ∈ V�(g), where V l(g) is the
set of the optimal solutions of VIP(C�,V(g): Find v ∈ V(g) satisfying C�(v, g)(v′ − v) ≥
0, ∀v′ ∈ V(g).

The choice of the mapping C� must be effected so that the point-set mapping V� can be
explicitly computed. In general, we assume that the approximation of C� takes a constant
cost associated with the of link costs.

An approximation of the cost mapping can be derived from choosing C�(v, g) =
C(v∗(g�), g�), where v∗(g�) denotes the (unique) optimal variable of the lower problem.

This approximation is a linear one of the link cost mapping at the equilibrium for the
O-D matrix g� given, and it does not depend on the link flow (it is constant). The optimal
paths can be computed for the approximated lower problem in this case, and the cost of
these paths are independent of their flows. Therefore, if the components associated with
non optimal paths are equal to zero of a path flow h, then it is an optimal flow for the
approximated lower problem.

The approximation holds the property

v∗(g) ∈ V�(g), for all g ∈ U �

for some neighborhood U � of the point g�, and it motivates the name UAM.

In order to describe the set V�(g), we introduce the setsR�
ω =

{
r ∈ Rω | Cr(g

�) = C∗
ω(g

�)
}

and R� = ∪ωR�
ω, where Cr(g

�) is the cost of the path r at the equilibrium for the given
matrix g�, and C∗

ω(g
�) is the equilibrium cost for the pair OD ω.

The set V� can be expressed as

V�(g) =
{
v

∣∣∣v = ∆h, for some h ∈ H(g) ∩ V�
0

}
(5)
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where the following set is considered V�
0 =

{
h | hr = 0, for all r ∈ R−R�

}
, ∆ is the

link-route incidence matrix and H(g) is the set of feasible path flow for the OD matrix g.
Even in the case that the point-set mapping V�(g) is known, it may be necessary to

describe all the paths with positive flow at the equilibrium for the variable g�. By this
reason, may be introduced the selection functions to simplify V�(g). These approaches
replace the constraint v ∈ V�(g) by

v = Φ�(g) ∈ V�(g) ∀g
If we look at the expression of V�(g) in (5) this selection function consists of defining

a function which gives the path flow in function of the variable g, that is

h = φ�(g) where h ∈ H(g) ∩ V�
0,

thus, the selection function becomes

v = Φ�(g) = ∆φ�(g). (6)

Remark that the selection function is defined by a rule to assign the variable g to the
optimal paths at the iteration �.

Yang’s algorithms are defined by setting of a specific selection function (6).

5 Numerical results

It has been carried out a comparison between the previous heuristic approaches on small
size networks in order to evaluate the computational costs, the convergence and the quality
of the solution. The networks used have been taken from the references of Codina and
Barceló [3] and Yang [8]

6 Conclusions

Two new algorithmic alternatives are presented to solve the OD matrix adjustment prob-
lem on traffic networks: a new adaptation of the proximal point and a new class of upper
approximation algorithms. Both algorithms are considered in relation with the state of
art of OD matrix adjustment algorithms. Some computational tests comparing the new
and the state of art algorithms are presented.
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